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(Lunch)

13.15-13.40: Alessandra FORESTA (Cycle 31)  
Choosing your mayor: the impact of directly elected mayors on corruption

13.40-14.05: Samuel NOCITO (Cycle 31)  
Does High Education in English Language Stimulate Migration? An Empirical Study on Italian Graduates.

14.05-14.50: Lorien SABATINO (Cycle 30)  
Aftermarket power and foremarket competition: an empirical analysis from Italian toothbrushes industry

(Coffee break)

15.00-15.45: Chiara ARDITO (Cycle 29)  
The Effect of Rising Retirement Age on Labour Market Outcomes and Social Security Take Up Rates

15.45-16.30: Enrica Maria MARTINO (Cycle 29)  
Working Class Hero: the Labor Cost of Motherhood and the Role of Family Policies